In the field of audio-visual speech recognition, multi-stream HMMs are widely used, thus how to automatically and properly determine stream weight factors using a small data set becomes an important research issue. This paper proposes a new stream-weight optimization method based on an output likelihood normalization criterion. In this method, the stream weights are adjusted to equalize the mean values of log likelihood for all HMMs. based on likelihood-ratio maximization which achieved significant improvement by using a large optimization data set. The new method is evaluated using Japanese connected digit speech recorded in real-world environments. Using 10 seconds speech data for stream-weight optimization, a 10% absolute accuracy improvement is achieved compared to the result before optimization. By additionally applying the MLLR (maximum likelihood linear regression) adaptation, a 23% improvement is obtained over the audio-only scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems are expected to play important roles in user-friendly human-machine interfaces in the near future, such as under ubiquitous computing environments. Although high recognition accuracy can be obtained for clean speech, the accuracy dramatically decreases in noisy conditions such as driving environments. Thus, increasing robustness is one of the most important challenges for current ASR. Multi-modal ASR which jointly uses acoustic and visual features has recently become very attractive for this purpose [2, 3, 4] . In most multi-modal ASR methods, multi-stream HMMs are used in order to effectively combine acoustic and visual information. The multi-stream HMM includes audio and visual streams, and weighting parameters called stream weight factors. Although these stream weights need to be properly estimated according to noise conditions, theoretically they cannot be determined by the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. Therefore, we investigated a stream-weight optimization method based on likelihood-ratio maximization [7] . Significant improvements for recognition accuracy were achieved for realworld data by applying this method; however, a large amount of speech data was needed to robustly determine the stream weights.
In order to optimize these stream weights using a small data set for online audio-visual ASR, this paper proposes a new stream-weight optimization method based on an output likelihood normalization criterion. In this method, stream weights are computed so that output log likelihoods obtained from all multi-stream HMMs are equalized. We compare performance of the proposed optimization scheme with that of the previous optimization method through recognition experiments using real-world audio-visual data.
In Section 2, we explain the details of multi-stream HMMs as well as stream-weight optimization methods. The experimental setups and results are described in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.
STREAM-WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION

Multi-stream HMMs
In our audio-visual speech recognition scheme, we use multistream HMMs consisting of audio and visual streams. Multistream HMMs have the advantage that they can effectively combine audio and visual information. In an audio-visual multi-stream HMM, the log likelihood b w (O t ) of an audiovisual feature O t for a word w ∈ W is represented by the following expression (1):
where t is time, W is a word set of recognition dictionary (|W | = N ), and 
Optimization method based on a likelihood-ratio maximization
Stream weights cannot be determined by the ML criterion, in contrast with other model parameters such as mean or variance values of Gaussian components. When recognizing speech data, these stream weights need to be estimated properly according to noise conditions in order to achieve high recognition accuracy.
We investigated an automatic stream-weight optimization method based on a likelihood-ratio maximization criterion [7] . Recognition errors are caused by a mismatch between training and testing conditions, making the likelihood of an incorrect word larger than that of a correct word. If stream weights could be adjusted to maximize the difference between the likelihood values obtained from the top and other hypotheses, recognition errors could be expected to decrease. In this method, the set of audio stream weights Λ = {λ Aw } are adjusted to maximize the following equation:
where w t is an output word from a decoder at time t, and T is the total length of adaptation data. From equation (3), the variation of λ Av for a word v ∈ W , denoted by ∆λ Av , can be calculated as follows:
Finally, the set of optimized stream weights is obtained after iterating this process.
Optimization method based on an output likelihood normalization
By the optimization method described above, significant improvements of recognition accuracy have been achieved using a large amount of speech data; however, the accuracy sometimes decreases when using a small data set. This degradation is caused by local optimization as a result of the iterative process using a small size of data, or inadequate weights due to lack of optimization data. For real-world applications, it is necessary to develop an online optimization scheme using a small amount of speech data.
When there is a mismatch between training and testing conditions, such as in noisy speech recognition, it is often observed that likelihood values of some specific models always become higher or lower than any other model, and this causes recognition errors. For example, if likelihood values of a specific model are always low, the model is hardly selected as recognition results. If dynamic ranges of the models are normalized, all the models have a more chance to be selected as a recognition result. Hence, we propose a new stream-weight optimization method based on an output likelihood normalization criterion, in which the audio stream weight for a word v can be computed by the following equation:
In the expression (5), the denominator is the average of log likelihoods for optimization data obtained from the HMM for the word v, whereas the numerator is the average over all words. Thus the equation (5) means that output likelihood values for every word hypothesis are normalized according to the average of the values calculated over the duration of the optimization data including different input words. Each audio stream weight is normalized using the maximum value, before calculating a visual stream weight by the equation (2) . The proposed method has the advantage that computational complexity is significantly reduced, since no iteration technique is needed.
EXPERIMENTS
Databases
Two audio-visual speech databases were collected for training and testing [5] . The task of both databases was recognizing Japanese connected digits, each having 2-6 digits, such as "3029 (san-zero-nī-kyū)" and "187546 (ichi-hachi-nanagō-yon-roku)". The first database for training was collected in a clean condition. This database consisted of 2,750 utterances by 11 speakers, each uttering 250 sequences of digits. The second database for testing was collected in a driving car on expressways. This consisted of 690 utterances by six speakers, each uttering 115 sequences. There exist several kinds of acoustic and visual noises in this database: engine sounds, wind, blinker sounds as acoustic noises, and extreme brightness changing, head shaking on bumpy roads and slow car-frame shadow movements as visual noises. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of our audio-visual ASR system [7] . Acoustic and video signals are recorded using a DV system. The speech signal is converted into a 38-dimensional acoustic vector consisting of 12-dimensional cepstral-mean-normalized MFCCs and their first and second order derivatives, as well as ∆ and ∆∆ normalized log energy coefficients. The video signal is converted into a 9-dimensional visual vector consisting of width and height information for a speaker's mouth and teeth, which are measured using HMM-based techniques. After synchronizing the frame rates of the acoustic and visual features, they are concatenated to build a 47-dimensional audio-visual vector and used for recognition. Audio and visual HMMs are built sequentially [6] ; the audio HMM is trained for acoustic features, and then the visual HMM is built for visual features using a phoneme label generated from the acoustic information. Finally, these audio and visual HMMs are combined to build an audio-visual multi-stream HMM.
Audio-visual ASR system
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Experimental setups
Recognition experiments were conducted in an unsupervised optimization manner, applying the stream-weight optimization based on either the likelihood-ratio maximization (A) or the output likelihood normalization (B). In the case of (A), optimized stream weights were obtained with 50 iterations. The unsupervised maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) adaptation [1] was applied to the mean and variance values of the audio stream before the streamweight optimization process.
Speech data spoken by each speaker in the test set were divided into six data sets, yielding 36 data sets in total. The MLLR adaptation and the stream-weight optimization were conducted in the following conditions: condition (i): the stream-weight optimization was conducted using the whole test set, and the MLLR was applied to each speaker, condition (ii): the optimization and adaptation were conducted for each speaker, and condition (iii): they were conducted for each one of the 36 data sets. Table 1 shows the digit recognition accuracy using either stream-weight optimization (A) or (B) in condition (i) or improvements, respectively, in condition (i). Contrastively, in condition (iii), the proposed method (B) achieved better performance than the results in (i), whereas the accuracy of the previous method (A) became lower than that of the audio-only baseline. Figure 2 shows the results in condition (iii), as a function of the number of digits used for stream-weight optimization in each data set. For each data set, stream weights were determined using various amounts of digit utterances, and recognition was conducted for whole utterances of the data set. The horizontal axis indicates the number of digits used for optimization, and the vertical axis indicates the digit recognition accuracy. The "whole set" in the horizontal item means that the whole speech data (47-126 digits according to a set) in each set were used. It is observed that the accuracy by (A) degraded when a small number of digits were used; and on the other hand, the more data are used, the better the performance of (B) becomes.
Experimental results
Finally, Table 2 indicates the recognition results applying both the unsupervised MLLR adaptation and either of stream-weight optimization. The whole speech data in each set were used for the adaptation and optimization. The results show that the performance was improved by the MLLR, and further improvements were observed by applying the proposed method (B) in all conditions. The previous method (A) could not improve performance in condition (iii).
These results indicate that the previous method (A) could not properly determine stream weights when using a small amount of optimization data, and caused degradation of recognition performance. In contrast, the accuracy of the proposed method (B) was significantly improved using a small amount of data. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed method optimizes stream weights properly according to the noise condition of an input data set. Experimental results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the proposed method is capable of online stream-weight optimization. For example, about 10% absolute improvement from the result with no stream-weight optimization was achieved using utterances of only 10 digits, roughly equivalent to 10 seconds of utterances. Furthermore, by combining the streamweight optimization and the MLLR, roughly 23% improvement was achieved compared to the result of the audioonly method, in condition (iii). Hence, it can be concluded that the stream-weight optimization method based on output likelihood normalization is useful, even when the acoustic features are adapted to noise by the MLLR method.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a new stream-weight optimization method based on an output likelihood normalization criterion for multi-modal speech recognition using multi-stream HMMs. The proposed method can achieve better performance than the previous method for real-world data, especially in the condition where a small amount of optimization data is used. A 23% improvement of recognition accuracy was obtained by combining the stream-weight optimization method and the MLLR using small data sets.
Our future works include: (1) investigation of a more effective visual feature set requiring reduced computational complexity, (2) testing of the proposed techniques for more difficult tasks such as large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR), and (3) development of better fusion algorithms and audio-visual synchronization methods.
